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NBC Sports Chicago 
How Ian Happ got his groove back at the plate 
By Tony Andracki 
 
There's a legit case to be made that Ian Happ has been the Cubs' second-best hitter in 2018. 
 
Yes, really. 
 
Happ ranks second on the Cubs in OPS (.895), behind only Kris Bryant (.995) among regulars, though a 
recent hot streak has buoyed that overall bottom line for Happ. 
 
Still, it's been a pretty incredible hot streak and it's propelled Happ back to where he began the season 
— at the top of the Cubs order.  
 
Happ has walked 10 times in the last 6 games and hammered out 3 homers in that span, including one 
on top of the Schwarboard in right field as a pinch-hitter Tuesday night. 
 
Even more jaw-dropping: He's only struck out 5 times in the last 9 games after a dreadful start to the 
season in that regard. 
 
"It was just a matter of time until things clicked a little bit," Happ said. "That's why we play 162 games 
and it's a game of adjustments. At the end of the day, it all evens out. 
 
"Look at the back of Tony [Rizzo's] baseball card — it's the same thing every single year. That's how this 
thing goes. You're gonna have your ups and your downs and I'm just trying to be as consistent as I can. If 
I can level it out a little bit and be more consistent over a period of time, that'll be better for our team." 
 
So yes, Happ is on the upswing right now and he'll inevitably have more slumps where he strikes out too 
much and looks lost at the plate. 
 
Such is life for a 23-year-old who is still a week away from his 162nd career MLB game. 
 
The league had adjusted to Happ and he had to adjust back, which he'd been working hard doing behind 
the scenes. 
 
"I just try to get him to primarily slow things down," Joe Maddon said. "Try to get him back into left-
center. And I did not want to heap a whole lot of at-bats on him. When you're not going good, if you 
heap too many at-bats on somebody, all of a sudden, that's really hard to dig out of that hole. 
 
"So a lot of conversations — a lot of conversations — but nothing complicated. I like to go the simple 
side of things. I wanted him to try not to lift the ball intentionally, really organize his strike zone." 
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Maddon believes Happ had lost sight of his strike zone organization, chasing too many pitches out of the 
zone — particularly the high fastball. 
 
Now, the Cubs manager sees Happ using his hands more and less of his arms in his swing, working a 
more precise, compact path to the ball. 
 
The Happ experiment at leadoff was a disaster to begin the year — .186 AVG, .573 OPS and 22 strikeouts 
in 10 starts there — but all the same tools and rationale exist for why Maddon likes the switch-hitting 
utiliy player in that spot. 
 
And that's why Happ was leading off Wednesday with both Ben Zobrist and Albert Almora Jr. getting the 
night off. 
 
"We're gonna find out [if he can stick at leadoff]," Maddon said. "I just thought he's looked better. He's 
coming off a nice streak on the road trip. [Tuesday night], pinch-hitting. I know the home run's great and 
of course that's nice. 
 
"But how he got to the pitch that he hit out, to me, was the important thing. Got the two strikes, took 
the two borderline pitches and then all of a sudden, [the pitcher] came in with a little bit more and he 
didn't miss it. 
 
"That's the big thing about hitting well, too — when you see your pitch, you don't either take it or foul it 
off. You don't miss it. He didn't miss it." 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Life isn't easy for Cubs at top of baseball's food chain 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Adam Plutko wasn’t exactly a name that rolled off the tongue of Cubs players before Wednesday night’s 
game against the Indians at Wrigley Field. 
 
The 26-year-old Indians right-hander was making only his second career start, and unless you were one 
of those seamheads who knows every player on every 40-man roster, it was very easy to overlook him. 
 
Plutko was 7-12 with a 5.90 earned-run average last year at Triple-A Columbus, so he wasn’t on 
anyone’s top-100 list coming into the season. 
 
Heck, Plutko’s Twitter account, @PapaPlut09, had only 3,235 followers on Wednesday night, almost 300 
fewer than @WinstonCMaddon, who happens to be Joe Maddon’s dog and doesn’t even know how to 
tweet. 
 
But there was Plutko on a gorgeous night at Wrigley Field before a crowd of 39,004 mowing down the 
Cubs with relative ease and taking a no-hitter into the seventh inning. 
 
As Maddon likes to say: “Woof!” 
 
Could this anonymous pitcher vault into the record books with a no-no against the Cubs in their 2016 
World Series rematch? In a nationally televised game on MLB Network, no less? 
 



 

It looked like the unthinkable was about to become reality until Anthony Rizzo spoiled the fairy tale with 
a leadoff double to right field to start the seventh. Willson Contreras’ infield hit put runners on first and 
third, and Plutko’s night was suddenly over. 
 
But Indians reliever Andrew Miller escaped the jam, with the help of instant replay, and the Indians 
went on to a 1-0 victory to sweep the series. 
 
This series against the Indians was supposed to rekindle fond memories of the 2016 World Series 
championship, but instead it managed to expose the Cubs’ weaknesses in a couple of key areas. 
 
Tyler Chatwood’s walk-a-thon Tuesday night made fans pine for a new fifth starter, even as Maddon 
insisted Chatwood’s “stuff” is great. And the lack of offense against Indians pitching opened the 
floodgates for the never-ending Manny Machado rumor, which the local media aided and abetted. 
 
It’s still hard for some to get used to the fact the Cubs are a team expected to do big things: 
 
Win big. Sign the big free-agent. Make the big deal. 
 
For years we grew accustomed to the Cubs thinking big but seldom delivering on that promise. It led to a 
reflex action that had everyone dreading the worst when the stakes were highest. 
 
The course of franchise history changed with their World Series triumph over the Indians in 2016, and it 
changed the emotional state of most of the fan base. When Rajai Davis homered off Aroldis Chapman in 
Game 7 of the Series, you felt your heart drop into your stomach. 
 
But that feeling disappeared after the 10-inning victory at Progressive Field, and it hasn’t reappeared 
since. Let’s face it, we’re all in uncharted territory now, expecting excellence on an annual basis. 
 
Even in those years the Cubs managed to put together decent teams, in 1984, ’89, 2003 and 2007-08, 
they always would revert to the factory setting in the next year or two, beginning another dry spell. 
 
But the front office put the Cubs in the same mix as franchises like the Yankees, Red Sox and Dodgers, 
and now their fans are acting like fans of perennial winners, demanding more and more every year. 
 
It’s the nature of the beast. 
 
“As a fan, the Yankees get (Giancarlo) Stanton, they still want more,” Rizzo said. “When the Phillies got 
Roy Halladay years ago, they were never going to lose again. I don’t think they won a World Series after 
that. As a fan, of course, you dream big and think of the what-ifs. But I appreciate everything we have 
here.” 
 
Life near the top of baseball’s food chain is tough. Should Cubs fans just appreciate what they have here 
and hope this group can get its act together and get back to the World Series without major changes? 
 
Or does every Chatwood walk make them anxious for a new fifth starter? 
 
When Addison Russell struck out with one out and the tying run on third in the seventh inning 
Wednesday night, you could hear the fans grumbling under their collective breath, just knowing 
Machado would have come through in the clutch. 
 
Nobody said this winning thing was going to be easy. 



 

 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs avoid no-hitter but fall to Indians 1-0 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
A recast lineup Wednesday night couldn’t pull the Cubs out of their latest scoring slump. 
 
Ian Happ batted leadoff for the first time since April 17, but the Cubs were limited to three hits in a 1-0 
loss as the Indians completed a two-game sweep at Wrigley Field. 
 
The Cubs scored only one run — Happ’s pinch-hit homer in the ninth inning of a 10-1 loss Tuesday — in 
the series. The offensive struggles became were magnified as 26-year-old Adam Plutko, making just his 
fourth major-league appearance, no-hit the Cubs for six innings Wednesday. 
 
Anthony Rizzo opened the seventh with a double down the right-field line and Willson Contreras 
followed with an infield hit. 
 
But dominant 6-foot-7 left-hander Andrew Miller replaced Plutko and snuffed out the Cubs with some 
curious strategy. 
 
Javier Baez bunted back to the mound,and Miller threw quickly to home plate to nail Rizzo. Miller 
completed the escape act by striking out Addison Russell on a backdoor curve and inducing Jason 
Heyward to ground out. 
 
“High strikeout percentage versus Miller,” manager Joe Maddon explained of his decision to have Baez 
bunt. “And Javy is one of the best bunters. I talked to him about it in the dugout. He kind of liked it, so 
we went with it. 
 
“If he gets that (bunt) down, we got first and second with nobody out and a run in. I just thought, Miller, 
long-legged, it’s tough to make that play. We just bunted it right back at him. If it goes down the first 
base line, I think that’s kind of an easy run. But the ball broke in on Javy. That’s not an easy pitch to 
bunt.” 
 
Miller told reporters he was expecting a bunt based on his days playing against the Rays when Maddon 
managed them. 
 
The lack of offense wasted a strong effort from Jon Lester, who pitched seven innings of six-hit ball, 
allowing a two-out RBI single to Michael Brantley in the third. 
 
Meanwhile, none of the Cubs batters had faced Plutko in a major-league game. 
 
That included Happ, who went 0-for-3 with a walk and strikeout in his first game at the leadoff spot 
since mid-April, when his average dipped to .204. That caused Maddon to drop him in the batting order. 
Happ eventually spent extended time regaining his plate discipline under the supervision of hitting 
coach Chili Davis and assistant hitting coach Andy Haines. 
 
Happ entered Tuesday’s game hitting .333 with three doubles, five home runs, 10 RBIs and 11 walks in 
his last 13 games. 
 



 

Haines said the time Happ spent working on his plate discipline allowed him to concentrate primarily on 
improving and not worrying about each at-bat. 
 
“Even though there’s some swing-and-miss there, he looks like himself,” Haines said. “We all knew it 
was a matter of time before he just settled in, especially from the left side. For him and for us, it’s nice 
to see the last week to 10 days.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon defends catcher Willson Contreras' pitch-framing skill 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Statistics that purport to show Willson Contreras is weak framing pitches hardly discourage manager Joe 
Maddon. 
 
“There are so many variables involved, just to come up with this one number?” Maddon said. 
 
According to Statcorner.com, 3.5 pitches per game go against the Cubs when Contreras is catching. 
Welington Castillo of the White Sox is ranked as the worst with a minus-6.6 rating. The Dodgers’ 
Yasmani Grandal leads all catchers with a favorable 7.6 pitch average. 
 
“It’s almost like zone rating on defense,” Maddon said. “To me, that’s kind of weird stuff, too. Some of 
that just depends upon where you start your guy to begin with. Dexter (Fowler) was much better just by 
playing him deeper? Come on. 
 
“There’s a lot of this stuff that gives people jobs, in a sense, where they get to analyze data and throw 
something out there. But at the end of the day, I think Willson is a very good catcher.” 
 
Maddon went as far to say that he would take Contreras, 26, over almost any other catcher in baseball. 
He defended his stance and pointed out Yu Darvish and Tyler Chatwood aren’t easy to catch because of 
their command issues, while backup catcher Victor Caratini has been paired frequently with control 
maven Kyle Hendricks. 
 
“I’m not trying to make an excuse, but I really believe that,” Maddon said, adding the strike zones of 
individual umpires also play a factor. 
 
Back to basics: Thursday is a day off, but Maddon said there is no thought of pushing Chatwood’s next 
start back to give him more time to correct his flaws. 
 
“I really want to get him back out there as quickly as we possibly can,” said Maddon, one day after 
Chatwood walked six in 2 2/3 innings and raised his season walk total to 40 in 45 2/3 innings. “(The 
problem) isn’t mechanical in a sense, but it is.” 
 
Maddon believes Chatwood tends to rush his delivery, thus throwing his timing off. Pitching coach Jim 
Hickey and Contreras need to be vigilant reminding him to slow his pace. 
 
“To think he’s going to go from a bunch of walks to no walks, that’s a bad assumption,” Maddon said. 
“(Can) he cut back to a reasonable number. I think he can.” 
 
-- 



 

 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs swept by Indians after getting no-hit for six innings in 1-0 loss 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
So much for that feel-good vibe Sunday coming out of Cincinnati and all the ‘‘we’re in a good place’’ 
banter in the clubhouse as the Cubs returned home to open a two-game series against the Indians. 
 
By the time the Cubs paid homage to Javy Baez’s failed World Series bunt in Game 7 by having him try it 
again against the same team Wednesday — with worse results — the Indians were well on their way to 
a 1-0 victory and a two-game sweep. 
 
No-hit for six innings by a rookie making his second major-league start, the Cubs were held to one run in 
the two games, going 1-for-16 with men in scoring position and dropping into fourth place in the 
National League Central, four games behind the Brewers. 
 
At least it’s early, right? 
 
‘‘I think we’re better than what our record shows,’’ said left fielder Kyle Schwarber, whose two-out 
single in the eighth was the last gasp of life for the Cubs’ lineup in the series. ‘‘We’ve just got to be able 
to continue to be us and play our game. . . . If we continue to do what we believe in, good things are 
going to happen.’’ 
 
Until then, this is what has happened this month alone: The Cubs are 8-2 and have scored 8.1 runs a 
game against last-place teams and are 1-9 with 2.5 runs a game against everyone else. 
 
‘‘Of course, it’s frustrating,’’ manager Joe Maddon said. ‘‘We’ve lost that game several times this year — 
really close, low-scoring, unable to get the big hit when we need it.’’ 
 
They were unable to get any hits until the seventh against Adam Plutko on the way to their fourth 1-0 
loss of the season. 
 
Then they squandered their best chance to score once Anthony Rizzo led off the seventh with a double. 
 
The Cubs are so bad with men in scoring position these days that when Willson Contreras followed Rizzo 
with their first such hit since Sunday, they still came away without a run. Contreras’ infield single to 
second put runners at the corners and knocked Plutko out of the game, with bullpen ace Andrew Miller 
taking over. 
 
Then Maddon called on Baez for a safety squeeze with one strike. 
 
‘‘High strikeout percentage vs. Miller,’’ Maddon reasoned. ‘‘And Javy’s one of the best bunters [on the 
team], him and Jonny [Lester]. I talked to him about it in the dugout. He kind of liked it, so we went with 
it.’’ 
 
It wasn’t an exact replica of his two-strike bunt attempt in Game 7 that ticked foul for strike three and 
angered Jason Heyward, who was stranded at third, enough that it led to the players-only meeting in the 
weight room during the 10th-inning rain delay in Cleveland. 
 
This time Baez bunted back toward the mound, with Miller charging and flipping to catcher Yan Gomes 
to get a sliding Rizzo. 



 

 
After a Cubs challenge, the call was confirmed. Soon after, the Cubs were done, losing three of four to 
the Indians this season after splitting two games against them last month in Cleveland. 
 
‘‘I don’t think it really takes momentum away because there’s still a guy in scoring position, and that’s 
the positive thing on that play,’’ said Schwarber, who left out the part about the Cubs’ miserable 
numbers with men in scoring position. ‘‘But obviously it would have been a lot better if Rizz was able to 
score there.’’ 
 
The low-wattage night for the lineup wasted Lester’s best start of the season. He allowed only six singles 
and a walk in a seven-inning performance. 
 
‘‘That was probably physically the best I’ve felt in a long time,’’ said Lester, who was hampered by rain 
delays and postponements the last four times he was scheduled to pitch. 
 
Afterward, Lester wasn’t down on the roller-coaster lineup. 
 
‘‘I love our lineup,’’ he said. ‘‘I love our guys.’’ 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Happ goes, Cubs go? Ian back for second chance at leadoff role 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon doesn’t sound as committed to it this time around, but it looks as though Ian 
Happ will get a second chance to try to win a sizable share of the Cubs’ leadoff role. 
 
‘‘We’ll find out,’’ said Maddon, who returned Happ — his Opening Day leadoff hitter — to the top spot 
for the first time since April 17. ‘‘I just thought he’s looked better. He’s coming off a nice streak on the 
road trip. . . . Happ’s probably as good as he’s been all year.’’ 
 
There were no second chances last season for Kyle Schwarber once he slumped his way out of the 
season-opening leadoff job on the way to a June demotion to the minors. 
 
The switch-hitting Happ had a similar look in April. After hitting the first pitch of the major-league 
season for a home run in Miami, Happ immediately fell into a tailspin at the plate, going 4-for-31 with 18 
strikeouts in the next seven-plus games. 
 
In his second big-league season, Happ was pulling off the ball, was striking out at an increasing rate and 
was the subject of demotion speculation as he spent more time on the bench. 
 
‘‘I think it was just a matter of time until things clicked a little bit,’’ said Happ, who came off the bench 
and took four pitches before driving a 2-2 pitch off the right-field video board in the ninth inning 
Tuesday. ‘‘That’s why we play 162 games and it’s a game of averages.’’ 
 
Happ was on a 12-for-36 run that featured nine extra-base hits and 11 walks (five intentional) before 
leading off the game Wednesday with a walk. He finished 1-for-3 with a strikeout. 
 
Maddon said it was about Happ ‘‘slowing things down,’’ finding his opposite-field stroke and staying in 
the strike zone. 



 

 
Switch-hitting Ben Zobrist and right-handed-hitting Albert Almora Jr. still figure to get a large share of at-
bats in the leadoff spot for now. 
 
‘‘The way our team is structured, it just depends who’s in the lineup that day,’’ Happ said of his leadoff 
expectations. ‘‘I think we’ll all see time up there depending on who’s in.’’ 
 
Walk this way 
 
Pitching coach Jim Hickey had right-hander Tyler Chatwood back to work more aggressively than usual 
on the day after a start because of a six-walk outing Tuesday in which Chatwood failed to get out of the 
third inning. 
 
Chatwood, who walked only two in his previous outing in Atlanta, said in the last week that he has fallen 
into bad habits mechanically this season with his unusually ‘‘busy’’ delivery. 
 
His already-high career walk rate has nearly doubled to 7.9 per nine innings since signing a three-year 
deal with the Cubs, and he leads the majors with 40 walks in 45 2/3 innings. 
 
Despite the extra work and attention, Maddon said he doesn’t plan to use the Cubs’ day off Thursday to 
back up Chatwood a few extra days or to skip his turn in the rotation. 
 
‘‘I really want him back out as quickly as we possibly can,’’ Maddon said, emphasizing Chatwood’s plus 
stuff that keeps his hits allowed down. ‘‘He’s going to have a really impactful season for us. 
 
‘‘I’m zero concerned. I like the way this guy goes about his business. I believe in him. And I think you’re 
going to see a really good result.’’ 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Plutko outduels Lester as Indians blank Cubs 1-0 
By Bruce Miles 
 
Through no fault of his own, Cubs pitcher Jon Lester got himself upstaged by a Cleveland Indians pitcher 
named Adam Plutko Wednesday night. 
 
Lester turned in 7 strong innings of 6-hit, 1-run ball, but he received little offensive support as the Cubs 
fell 1-0 and got swept in the two-game series. 
 
Plutko, called up Wednesday from Class AAA Columbus, was making his second major-league start, and 
he didn't allow a hit until Anthony Rizzo led off the bottom of the seventh inning with a line-drive double 
to right field. 
 
Willson Contreras followed with an infield single, chasing Plutko in favor of Andrew Miller, but the Cubs 
failed to score. The key play in the inning was Javier Baez bunting right back at Miller, who easily got 
Rizzo at the plate. 
 
Maddon took responsibility for the bunt call. 
 



 

"High strikeout percentage versus Miller," said Maddon, whose team is 25-21. "Javy's one of the best 
bunters, him and Jonny. I talked to him about it in the dugout, and he kind of liked it, so we went with 
it." 
 
Neither Baez nor Rizzo was available after the game. 
 
Lester (4-2, 2.37 ERA) has been quite the story for the Cubs. Signed to a six-year, $155 million deal 
before the 2015 season, he is now in the second half of that contract, but at age 34, he is showing no 
signs of slowing down. 
 
Often, teams go into these kinds of deals hoping the player and the team have success on the front half 
and hoping for the best on the back end. Lester helped the Cubs win the 2016 World Series, and he's still 
going strong. 
 
"Pretty motivated guy," said Maddon. "The thing about Jon that stands out to me (is) repetition of 
delivery, and he's learned to pitch without that 95-96 (mph) that he used to have. I think that's a big part 
of it. He's done it for the last couple years. When I first saw him, I knew he was mid-90s all the time, or 
least 94-ish with that nasty cutter. 
 
"He repeats, repeats, repeats his delivery, repeats so will. So I think that's a big part of why so successful 
and can be, because he's probably not going to backtrack. He's not going from 90-91-92 on occasion to 
87-88 anytime soon, I don't think." 
 
Lester gave up his only run Wednesday on a two-out RBI single to Michael Brantley in the third. 
 
"Tonight, actually I was telling Hick (pitching coach Jim Hickey) after I got taken out that it was probably 
physically the best I've felt in a long time," Lester said. "Bullpen (pregame session) was really, really 
crisp. It was nice to get up once and get in the game, which was good as opposed to any rain delays. 
That was nice. Physically I feel great. When you're able to feel good going into a start, you're able to 
repeat your mechanics a lot easier and throw the ball where you want to. 
 
"First couple innings, I almost felt too strong and was pulling the ball a little bit when I was going away 
and got away with a few pitches." 
 
Cubs batters took 3 walks from Plutko in the second, but Lester grounded out to end the inning. 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Aiming for consistency, Happ returns to leadoff spot for Cubs 
By Bruce Miles 
 
Ian Happ returned to the leadoff spot for the Cubs Tuesday night. It was his first time at the top of the 
batting order since April 17. 
 
Happ began the season as the Cubs' leadoff man, and he hit the first pitch of the season for a home run 
at Miami. But after that, it was a struggle for the second-year man, so manager Joe Maddon went with 
others at the top. 
 
"I think I've just been getting on base a lot recently, and try to keep that going for the guys behind me," 
Happ said. "I think it was just a matter of time until things clicked a little bit. That's why we play 162 



 

games, and it's a game of averages because at the end of the day, it all evens out. I look at the back of 
Tony's (Anthony Rizzo's) baseball card, and it's the same every single year. That's how this thing goes. 
You're going to have your ups and downs, and I'm just trying to be as consistent as I can. If I can level it 
out a bit and be more consistent over a period of time, that would be better for our team." 
 
Manager Joe Maddon said recent good at-bats by Happ earned him another shot at the leadoff position. 
 
"Just try to get him to primarily slow things down, try to get him back into left-center," Maddon said. 
"And I did not want to heap a whole lot of at-bats on him. When you're not going good, if you heap too 
many at-bats on somebody, then all of a sudden that's really hard to dig out of that holes. 
 
"A lot of conversations. But nothing complicated. I like to go (on) the simple side of things. I really 
wanted him to understand left-center again. I wanted him to try to not to lift the ball intentionally. 
Really organize his strike zone. You've seen him more recently not chasing the high fastball nearly as 
often." 
 
When asked if Happ could resume seeing regular at-bats at the leadoff spot, Maddon replied: "We're 
going to find out. I just thought he's looked better. He's coming off a nice streak on the road trip, last 
night pinch hitting (a home run). The home run's great, and of course, that's nice. But how he got to the 
pitch to hit, to me, was the important thing." 
 
Faith in Chatwood: 
Joe Maddon said he is not planning on having No. 5 starting pitcher Tyler Chatwood miss any starts to 
figure things out. Chatwood lasted only 2⅔ innings Tuesday night, walking six Cleveland Indians. 
 
"I really want to get him back out as quickly as we possibly can," the manager said. "It's not mechanical 
in a sense, but it is. He's got a busy delivery. It really requires him being on time. And I'm not saying 
what he does cannot work. But yesterday, I thought he was a little bit too quick with everything. In 
Atlanta he found his rhythm. We've just got to keep putting him out there. I stand by what I said. I like 
this guy a lot, and he's going to have a really impactful season for us. Stuff wise, that's good stuff he 
throws up there." 
 
Maddon also cautioned things won't change overnight or drastically for Chatwood. 
 
"To think he's going to go from a bunch of walks to no walks, that's a bad assumption," he said. "It 
would just be that he would cut back down to a more reasonable number, which I think he can. He's 
going to walk people. I accept that. But he also doesn't give up a lot of hits. So there's a balance to be 
achieved right there." 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
The good, bad and frustrating from the Cubs’ 1-0 loss to Cleveland 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
After his last start, Jon Lester joked about his distaste for rollercoasters. Well, he may want to get off 
this ride as quickly as possible. 
 
The Cubs continued their maddeningly inconsistent ways Wednesday, getting shut out by Cleveland’s 
Adam Plutko 1-0. Their record fell to 25-21 and they now sit four games back of the first-place 
Milwaukee Brewers. 



 

 
The Good: There were positives from the game, so let’s start there before you begin the process of 
banging your collective heads against the wall trying to figure out what’s going on with this offense. 
 
For the second start in a row, Lester looked dominant. He’s had strong results all season long, but now 
he’s delivering peripherals to match. Lester worked seven innings, allowed just one run on six hits – all 
singles – while striking out four and walking just one. With consecutive one-walk games, Lester now 
joins Kyle Hendricks as the only starters in the rotation with a walk rate below 10 percent. Lester is 
currently sitting at 9.4 percent, which isn’t great, but he’s finding a rhythm. 
 
“Tonight, actually, I was telling Hick [pitching coach Jim Hickey] after I got taken out, was probably, 
physically, the best I’ve felt in a long time,” Lester said. “Bullpen was really, really crisp. It was nice to get 
up once and get in the game, which was good. As opposed to any rain delays or anything. That was nice. 
Physically I feel great. When you’re able to feel good going into a start, you’re able to repeat your 
mechanics a lot easier and throw the ball where you want to.” 
 
Lester leaned on his four-seamer, cutter and curveball, but also mixed in eight changeups among his 104 
pitches. He garnered just seven swing-and-misses — two on the changeup — and 19 called strikes — 
eight on the four-seamer and seven on the curveball. Cleveland hitters couldn’t line him up, dinking a 
few singles into the outfield, which resulted in the game-winning run. 
 
Lester credited his defense for bailing him out in the first as Kyle Schwarber made a sliding stop on 
Francisco Lindor’s leadoff single and uncorked a perfect throw to Javy Báez, who made another brilliant 
tag to get his childhood friend at second. After Michael Brantley followed with another single, Lester 
struck out José Ramírez and Willson Contreras ended the frame by throwing out Brantley on an 
attempted steal. 
 
“We made a couple big defensive plays early that helped,” Maddon said. “[Lester has] been getting 
better game-in-progress, I’ve noticed that, when he gets in that rhythm. He was throwing the ball 
exactly where he wanted to, he’s making his pitches, we did play good defense. But he kept getting 
better. He came out after the sixth and said to me, ‘I’m good for one more.’ And he absolutely was. 
There’s not much more you can say. He was absolutely outstanding.” 
 
Despite some bouts with his command in his first half-dozen or so starts of the season, there’s really no 
complaining about what Lester has been able to do this season. He’s been able to wriggle out of most 
jams he’s found himself in (he has an 83.1 percent LOB%), and now he’s even limiting those occurrences. 
His ERA is down to 2.37 and it’s starting to look like Theo Epstein’s Andy Pettitte comp 3 1/2 years ago 
wasn’t just a quip. 
 
The Bad: The Cubs actually seemed to be in position to, at the very least, tie the game up in the seventh 
inning. Anthony Rizzo broke up Plutko’s no-hit bid (no really, he’d held them hitless through six innings) 
by leading off the inning with a double. Contreras followed with an infield single and suddenly the Cubs 
were cooking with runners on the corners and no outs. 
 
Plutko was quickly pulled and in came the left-hander Andrew Miller to face Báez. After fouling the first 
pitch back, Báez squared around to bunt the next pitch, a slider that touched the bottom of the zone. 
The bunt went straight back to Miller who tossed it to catcher Yan Gomes, who applied the tag on a 
sliding Rizzo, who had waited to break for home until seeing the bunt laid down on the safety squeeze. 
 
Why did Maddon have Báez bunt? Didn’t he learn his lesson from the World Series? 
 



 

“High strikeout percentage versus Miller,” Maddon said. “And Javy’s possibly the best bunter, one of the 
best bunters, him and Jonny [Lester]. I talked to him about it in the dugout. He kind of liked it, so we 
went with it.” 
 
Including the playoffs, Báez is 2-for-4 with a triple and one strikeout against Miller. But that small 
sample is largely irrelevant. Báez is known for his huge hacks, but this season he’s actually at a 
respectable 22.7 percent strikeout rate. Miller is still elite, striking batters out at a 37.5 percent rate (35 
percent for righties), so perhaps there was some legitimacy to Maddon’s idea there. 
 
“I just thought that, Miller, long-legged, tough to make that play,” Maddon said. “We just bunted it right 
back at him. If it goes down the first-base line at all, I think that’s kind of literally an easy run. The ball 
broke in to Javy, not an easy pitch to bunt. I’m imagining a backdoor slider, which would have been a 
better pitch to bunt. But it didn’t work out that way.” 
 
All right, not perfect logic, but I get it. An Addison Russell strikeout later and suddenly Cleveland is nearly 
out of a jam with Jason Heyward coming up and two men on base. But there’s almost no way Maddon 
would let Heyward face a dominant lefty like Miller, right? Apparently Maddon saw it differently. Miller 
got ahead of Heyward 2-0, before he fouled off a pair of pitches and then eventually grounded out to 
first base. Maddon had both the right-handed Albert Almora Jr. and the switch-hitting Ben Zobrist on 
the bench, but chose not to use them. 
 
“Miller is Miller,” Maddon said. “You saw the at-bat Schwarber [who singled in the eighth] had against 
him also. I don’t necessarily believe that putting a righty in there you got a better shot. And also there’s 
a chance to walk there, because Jason will accept [it]. He got 2-0 and he came back on him.” 
 
For his career, Miller has allowed a .517 OPS to lefties and a .469 OPS to righties. But this season, that 
OPS to righties has jumped to .844. But perhaps Maddon is more comfortable with the larger sample. 
 
But then there’s this: Since joining the Cubs, Heyward has a 60 wRC+ against lefties. This season he has 
an abysmal 10 (!) wRC+ when facing a southpaw. Perhaps your odds don’t increase much with the 
general righty or lefty against Miller. But I have no doubt that either Almora, who has posted a 140 
wRC+ off lefties since the start of last season, or Zobrist would have made significantly more sense in 
that situation. 
 
It’s as perplexing as a managerial move gets. Maddon takes a lot of heat for things that I don’t believe 
are issues, from the lineup construction to his positivity after a tough loss, but this one just doesn’t add 
up. 
 
The Frustrating: It’s fair to wonder: “How did the Cubs offense get shut down by Adam Plutko?” But 
then you’d be admitting that you haven’t been paying very much attention to this season. Just add 
Plutko to the list of 2018 Cubs killers that includes former Cubs Rule 5 pick Caleb Smith, current minor 
leaguer Dillon Peters, a 34-year-old washed Anibal Sanchez and Brandon McCarthy. 
 
“Of course it’s frustrating,” Maddon said. “We’ve lost that game several times this year. Really close, 
low-scoring, unable to get a big hit when we need it.” 
 
The Cubs didn’t get a hit until the seventh inning and ended the night with just three total. Somehow 
they still managed to go 1-for-7 with runners in scoring position while stranding six baserunners. That’s 
actually pretty impressive. They’re now hitting .222 with runners in scoring position, 25th in baseball. 
Compare that to their .259 batting average in all situations, fifth in all of baseball and you can see why 
fans are frustrated. 



 

 
We know this team has the talent to hit. But 46 games into the season, the utter randomness of when 
they show up or not, with little rhyme or reason to who will shut this offense down, continues to be a 
troublesome trend. 
 
The Cubs are a good week away from being in first place. But Milwaukee just got its dominant closer 
Corey Knebel back to work with the terrifying Josh Hader and a fearless setup man in Jeremy Jeffress. 
Jimmy Nelson is on his way back to the mound, the offense, while not deep, is better than last season 
and there is plenty for general manager David Stearns to work with in the minors when it comes to July’s 
trade deadline. With the Brewers looking better and better as the days go by, there is an urgency for the 
Cubs to find a consistent approach that will lead to consistent results. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Why Joe Maddon won’t bury his players or overreact to the Cubs’ inconsistencies 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
Statcast doesn’t track how many times Joe Maddon talks to the media each year, but it looks something 
like this: Cubs Convention. Every day for six weeks in spring training. Meeting with the team’s broadcast 
partners before each game on a 162-game schedule. Separate briefings with the Chicago media before 
and after every game. A weekly call with the team’s flagship radio station. Playoff press conferences 
after the TV cameras kept focusing on the dugout for reaction shots and Twitter dissected all of his 
decisions in real time. 
 
Yet each season you can probably count on one hand the number of times Maddon will show his anger 
and directly criticize one of his own players in the media. That takes amazing restraint when you are 
faced with hundreds — thousands — of chances to take the bait. It must feel like everyone around the 
team is screaming: “DO SOMETHING!” 
 
But Manny Machado isn’t walking through that door tomorrow. Whatever momentary satisfaction may 
come from venting, Maddon has to be the grown-up in the room for a team that is both inconsistent 
(25-21) and accomplished (the cover to the media guide highlights 19 combined All-Star selections). It’s 
almost Memorial Day weekend and the National League is still there for the taking. 
 
“When you’re around a group that really takes a loss and exaggerates it into three or four losses — 
awful place to be,” Maddon said. “I never want to be responsible for one bad game creating four or five 
more bad games after that. I’ve been in that locker room on a major-league level many times, and it’s 
the worst. If we’re going to lose four or five, we’re going to lose four or five the right way, OK? 
 
“We’re not going to lose it because we permitted one game to infect the next three or four that are 
going to happen after that. If I carry crap back into the locker room the next day — that’s my fault — 
and we deserve what we get.” 
 
When Maddon sat down in the Wrigley Field interview room after Wednesday night’s 1-0 loss to 
Cleveland, he calmly explained in detail why he called for Javier Báez to bunt vs. Andrew Miller and 
decided against pinch-hitting for Jason Heyward in the seventh inning. Maddon didn’t overreact to 
Adam Plutko throwing a no-hitter for six innings in his second career big-league start, even though it had 
to be frustrating to watch this boom-or-bust offense score one run during two losses to Cleveland. 
 



 

Maddon feels a lot younger than 64 years old, but he sees how teams are essentially hiring manager 
interns, ex-players who can relate to millennials, communicate with the media, take direction from the 
front office and use analytics to make decisions. 
 
Maddon knows someone with his kind of background — starting at the bottom of the California Angels’ 
farm system and working 12 years as a manager/instructor in the minors before 12 more years on the 
major-league coaching staff — now has zero chance to run a team like the Cubs. 
 
But Maddon’s experience matters at a time when Gabe Kapler almost lost the Philadelphia Phillies 
clubhouse within the first week of the season and New York Mets manager Mickey Callaway might have 
lost a game by submitting the wrong lineup card. 
 
Maddon repeatedly backed Ian Happ when reporters kept asking what was wrong with his swing and if 
the Cubs were considering a reboot at Triple-A Iowa. Maddon admitted Yu Darvish needed to sharpen 
his mental focus without embarrassing the new $126 million pitcher. Maddon pumped up Addison 
Russell’s confidence to the point where he became an All-Star shortstop/World Series hero in 2016. 
 
“That’s what he does for everybody,” Happ said. “He’s a smart guy. That’s why we trust him so much. 
He’s looking at the numbers. He understands what matchups are good for which guys. To be able to 
have a guy that’s pulling your number when he thinks you’re going to have success, that’s always 
important.” 
 
Happ worked his way back into the leadoff spot Wednesday after going 12-for-36 with five homers and a 
1.389 OPS in his previous 13 games. Post-flu Darvish has given up two runs in 10 innings since getting 
activated from the 10-day disabled list and the Cubs won both of those games. Russell trusts his 
manager while trying to block out the Machado trade rumors. 
 
“It’s not even about burying or not burying them,” Maddon said. “I was a scout. A lot of these guys have 
never scouted. That’s the advantage I have, I think, and I’ve talked to David Ross about this: I believe 
these young aspiring managers, once you’re done playing, go scout and manage rookie ball. If you really 
want to know how to do this — and if you want to be patient with Happ or patient with Darvish or 
patient with Addison — you have to have that base. 
 
“Too many times, I think, major-league personnel make decisions based on results and what they’re 
seeing right now, whereas a scout has to look into that crystal ball of sorts. You can talk about running 
games and coaching, whatever, but the ability to recognize talent before it becomes talent — [instead 
of] having to see it to believe it — I want to believe it and then see it. 
 
“There’s a difference. And I think if you have that foundation, patience is a byproduct of that.” 
 
Maddon doesn’t seem to get a lot of patience considering the Cubs have played 120 total postseason 
games in a franchise history that goes back to 1876 — and 36 happened on his watch within the last 
three years. 
 
Social media amplifies the loudest opinions. Cubs fans have higher expectations after three straight trips 
to the NLCS. Chicago’s TV/radio stations and newspapers/websites still have to feed the beast when the 
Bulls and Blackhawks miss the playoffs and the White Sox only move the needle with Eloy Jiménez 
updates. 
 



 

But if Year 4 of The Maddon Era started with questions about whether or not his players would begin to 
tune him out, listen to how Mike Montgomery responded when he learned last week’s rainout in 
Atlanta meant he wouldn’t get a start during a doubleheader that weekend in Cincinnati. 
 
“We can talk about things, joke around even about roles and all that, which is pretty unique,” said 
Montgomery, who made it known this offseason that he wanted to be in the rotation and needed better 
communication to help preserve his left arm. 
 
“The last few weeks have changed my mindset a little bit, just in the sense that it’s allowed me to focus 
on getting back to 60 feet, 6 inches. It is cliché, but sometimes if you let other things get in the way, next 
thing you know, your opportunity’s there and then you’re really not pitching well enough to get that.” 
 
Listen to how Báez — a streaky, emotional, intelligent player — responded after Maddon benched him 
in the middle of that doubleheader split against the Reds. 
 
“We were talking about how things were going as a team,” Báez said. “It wasn’t us. I didn’t run down the 
line. We don’t do that. We respect 90. What’s right is right. What’s wrong is wrong. We got together 
again and came out to play hard again.” 
 
Maddon is going to take a lot of heat because the Cubs have been inconsistent in all phases of the game. 
If you don’t like his bullpen decisions now, just wait until relievers start breaking down this summer 
because Darvish, José Quintana and Tyler Chatwood couldn’t cover enough innings. Your best lineup 
ideas won’t really matter if Anthony Rizzo doesn’t hit. 
 
But in a season this long — even in a city where baseball games get covered like it’s the NFL — there’s 
value in staying the course. The roster’s built-in depth and versatility will help withstand injuries and 
underperformance. Maddon will ignore the noise and remember what he learned rolling through all 
those minor-league towns. 
 
“I will never treat my players the way I did not want to be treated,” Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Dollars and sense: Zach Zaidman moves on up from sideline to booth 
By Jon Greenberg 
 
When I would talk to Zach Zaidman during those interminable wasted afternoons at Halas Hall, I would 
always get a kick out of the fact that after he was freed from the Bears’ gulag, his reward was calling 
DePaul men’s basketball games. 
 
Think about it: in the last four seasons that Zaidman was the sideline reporter for the Bears’ flagship 
broadcast at WBBM-AM, the Bears lost 45 games. They were never at .500 during the three years of 
John Fox’s reign. 
 
In that same span, the DePaul’s men’s basketball team, for whom Zaidman still calls games on the radio 
primarily at The Score, lost 85 games. The Blue Demons lost 85 games in the four years before that as 
well. And they lost…well, you get the picture. Zaidman wasn’t there for every DePaul loss, but then 
again, aren’t all DePaul losses equally depressing? 
 
The Bears and DePaul. What did Zaidman do in his free time, analyze the Washington Generals? 



 

 
Because of the nature of his jobs, Zaidman wasn’t able to truly use his acerbic wit to make fun of these 
operations on the air. He’s too professional for that, but it made him an easy target for Score hosts 
(where he also works) and aggrieved fans. To those who think Zaidman was a hapless Bears homer, I can 
confirm his Halas Hall media room monologues were lengthy and hilarious. 
 
Now, Zaidman, the red-haired reporter from New York, finds himself as an everyday media player for 
the most successful team in Chicago. Well, the only successful team in Chicago these days. 
 
Zaidman, a Syracuse alum (Class of 1996) who spent 14 years on the Bears broadcast team, joined the 
Cubs’ radio broadcast team this season as the pre- and post-game host in an Entercom trade with Mark 
Grote, who took Zaidman’s old job at Halas Hall. On Tuesday and Wednesday, as the Cubs played host to 
Cleveland, he filled in for Ron Coomer and served as Pat Hughes’ color man. 
 
And of course, the Cubs got drilled 10-1 on Tuesday and lost 1-0 on Wednesday, getting no-hit into the 
seventh inning. Joe Maddon’s bunt call for Javy Báez with two on and no out in the seventh was akin to 
Marc Trestman kicking on second down.  
 
I caught up with Zaidman before Wednesday’s game. Just think, I told him as we walked from the press 
box to the clubhouse on a beautiful afternoon, you could be at OTAs in Lake Forest. 
 
“That was my part of my life for a very long time,” he said. “It’s nicer to be at a game that counts.” 
 
Being on the Cubs’ broadcast team isn’t necessarily a tough adjustment. It’s a chill, close-knit group that 
has worked together for years and lately, is used to a higher standard than perhaps Zaidman is used to 
patrolling the Bears sideline or watching the Blue Demons get worked all winter long. 
 
“From the moment I got the job there’s an expectation, and a rightful one, that this team is expected to 
win and everything this organization does from top to bottom is about winning,” he said. “It’s exciting.” 
 
Are you saying the Bears aren’t that way? Is Zaidman turning heel? 
 
“I did not say that,” Zaidman said back, refusing to take my bait. 
 
Of course, the Bears think they’re a winning franchise, but they’ve only made the playoffs once since 
their Super Bowl season in 2006-07. Which is why they fired Fox and are starting over with Matt Nagy. If 
the Bears return to competence this season, well, Zaidman will probably be occupied at least through 
part of October, so he won’t have time to be wistful. 
 
But let’s just say Zaidman is enjoying covering Joe Maddon compared to, say, John Fox. 
 
“He is the most fascinating sports figure I’ve covered,” Zaidman said of Maddon. 
 
While the Bears have been awful for awhile now, Zaidman has fond memories of the good times on the 
beat. 
 
“When I first got the Bears gig, it wasn’t long before Lovie Smith was hired and they enjoyed immediate 
success at that point of time,” he said. “I got to be on the sidelines for a Super Bowl, the only time the 
opening kickoff at the Super Bowl was taken back for a touchdown. That’s amazing, you know? But the 
sport is different and the expectations are different, because the Cubs are in a different place than the 
Bears are.” 



 

 
After Bears games, Zaidman got the only one-on-one audience with Jay Cutler. While that doesn’t 
exactly sound like a dream gig, Zaidman became one of the only reporters Cutler really trusted and the 
two had a close relationship. I might just watch “Very Cavallari” to see if there are any Zaidman pictures 
framed in the Cutler household. 
 
“Jay was fun,” Zaidman said. “I will say that I’m very lucky that I was able to work closely with some of 
the biggest personalities in Chicago and in sports with the Bears. It prepared me very well for this job 
because there’s nothing that I’m going to face that’s going to be tougher than, you know, if you didn’t 
come prepared for a Jay Cutler postgame interview, he would let you know it. It made me a better 
reporter. It made me a better interviewer. 
 
“Jay is a fascinating character, when you think about it. If he trusted you and he respected the questions 
you asked, you would get great answers. He was willing to open up if he felt he could trust the person 
on the other end.” 
 
Zaidman doesn’t get long conversations with, say, Kris Bryant after every game. But he has tried to blend 
into the media pack covering the Cubs, preferring to not to monopolize group interviews with questions. 
He’s still trying to get to know the players, which is only part of what makes this adjustment, well, an 
adjustment. Plus, there are all those empty stadiums just waiting for Zaidman’s keen photographical 
eye. 
 
Filling in for Hughes for an inning every game has tested Zaidman’s broadcasting skills after years of 
building up a comfort zone doing basketball games. Calling two full games in a row was nerve-wracking. 
 
“It’s the greatest challenge I’ve had from a broadcasting standpoint, to jump in and sound competent 
initially,” he said. “But it’s fun. It’s a great challenge. I’m out of my comfort zone and there’s always 
something takes place every game that no matter how much preparation you put in, there’s no way you 
could’ve prepared for that.” 
 
In the brief snippets of the game I caught Wednesday night, Zaidman sounded a little new at times, but 
his comfort level grew and he’s certainly lucky to be able to work with Hughes, a master of his craft. 
 
“He’s so humble, so gracious,” Zaidman said. “Pat’s been doing this for 40 years. I’ve been doing it for 
about 40 games and the fact that he welcomes you in and treats you like an equal, you learn so much 
just by osmosis, by sitting next to him. He makes it very easy for you to talk about different things. He’ll 
never put you in a spot where you’re going to fail. It’s very comforting for someone who’s a neophyte at 
this.” 
 
Zaidman’s temporary promotion also brought the talented Laurence Holmes to the park to do Zaidman’s 
job. Honestly, White Sox fans could do a lot worse than a radio team of Zaidman and Holmes. Like, their 
current radio team. 
 
Anyway, Zaidman, who credits his old WBBM tandem of Jeff Joniak and Tom Thayer for taking him in as 
a young broadcaster, grew up in New York listening to Marv Albert calling Knicks games and Bob Murphy 
and Gary Cohen doing Mets games. Like an old-school broadcaster, Zaidman is happy that he’s been 
able to call three high-level sports. Well, if you consider DePaul high level. 
 
Despite its grinding schedule, baseball is the dream job for a lot of broadcasters, particularly those who 
like the art of conversation. Zaidman is getting used to the everyday schedule — hey, it beats driving to 
Lake Forest — while also trying to be interesting on the air. 



 

 
“I think I’ve handled the pacing OK,” he said. “I think the toughest thing is, the way I would put it, it’s like 
being the host of the Today Show. You have to know a little bit about everything.  Sometimes things that 
have little to do with baseball. But you have to be well-versed in current events, pop culture, sports in 
general, personalities. You have to be able to have a conversation that makes sense, because you never 
know where the flow of the game will take you, yet you always have to be ready because baseball is a 
very slow game until the pitcher releases the ball. Once that ball is released, there are so many 
possibilities.” 
 
I got a kick out of Score host Danny Parkins and producer/host Nick Shepkowski making all of the 
newspapers and the AP wire with their Manny Machado sign at Guaranteed Rate Field on Monday. 
 
All three local dailies used a picture of the two, with only the Tribune identifying Parkins as a radio host, 
and not just a Cubs fan. The Trib missed Shepkowski, while the Sun-Times and Daily Herald just ran 
straight cutlines. This is where I’d make a joke at the papers’ expense, except I know how understaffed 
copy desks are at papers across the country. Still, doesn’t anyone check Twitter 75 times an hour like 
me? 
 
Parkins was at Wrigley Field on Wednesday, hosting his show with his partner Dan McNeil outside in the 
park adjacent to the stadium. McNeil sounded invigorated as his vocal cord paralysis seems to be in the 
rearview mirror. In his third go-round at The Score, the veteran host was noticeably upbeat. 
 
“I think this was just what the doctor ordered for me,” he told me. “I’m surrounded by millennials who 
are young and still not jaded and still really tickled to be doing what they do every day and it’s been 
infectious. These guys really like sports. It reminds me of the time that was more innocent to me and 
was more fun. It’s been easy for me to get swept up in their enthusiasm. It’s Danny, it’s Nick and it’s also 
Chris Tannehill, who’s the old guy on the staff at 34. Next to me, of course, grandpa.” 
 
After missing a significant amount of show time because of the vocal cord injury since going back on the 
air in mid-March, McNeil’s voice has returned its normal gravelly self thanks to collagen injections he 
described as “hellish.” 
 
“There are very few people who I’d wish them on,” he said. 
 
The old Danny Mac might give us a list of those people, but maybe the new one just enjoys his second, 
er, third, er, new chance at radio glory. 
 
It was Star Wars Night at Wrigley Field on Wednesday. As Lauren Comitor tweeted, isn’t it time to pivot 
away from Star Wars and Game of Thrones for every theme night? Now, I know those nights stem from 
deals their respective studios or production companies make with Major League Baseball and/or the 
teams, but it is getting stale. Now Westworld Night, that would be intense. (No spoilers though, I’m like 
three episodes behind.) Todd Ricketts is probably pushing for “Fox & Friends Night.” My son, who has 
gone to a few Star Wars nights in his day, is really into Garfield cartoons right now. Maybe a Garfield 
Night with lasagna concessions?  
 
Speaking of Wrigley Field concessions, I ate a $12.50 cheesesteak last night as I waited for an interview, 
and I got to say, it was pretty good. Despite the new kitchens, the food at Wrigley remains a crapshoot, 
but that sandwich gets my seal of approval. 
 
It’s a holiday weekend, but you should rest up to get ready for the massive sports media feature we’re 
running next week. 



 

 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Lester solid, but Cubs baffled by Tribe rookie 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- This spring, Cubs manager Joe Maddon could tell this would be a different season for Jon 
Lester. 
 
"I think he's found his voice and it's fun to watch," Maddon said. "He's a veteran, he's earned the right 
to be here, the big contract, and now that some of the guys he's worked with in the past, whether it's 
David [Ross] or John Lackey, are gone, Jon is carrying on. Those guys were his mentors and he deferred 
to them. Now Jon's carrying the torch." 
 
On Wednesday night, Lester did his part to keep the Cubs in contention against the Indians, giving up 
one run on Michael Brantley's RBI single in the third, but that's all Cleveland needed to hand Chicago a 
1-0 loss at Wrigley Field. 
 
Lester scattered six hits over seven innings, while Indians rookie Adam Plutko picked up the win by 
throwing six no-hit innings before losing his bid at history in the seventh. 
 
"He threw the ball really well, extremely well," Lester said of Plutko. "To no-hit us through six is pretty 
impressive. It's one of the ones you chalk up and hope that it somehow evens out down the road. That's 
all you can do." 
 
It was impressive since it was Plutko's second big league start. Wednesday was Lester's 358th career 
start. 
 
Promoted from Triple-A Columbus prior to the game, Plutko didn't give up a hit until Anthony Rizzo's 
leadoff double in the seventh. Willson Contreras followed with an infield single that second baseman 
Jason Kipnis knocked down, and that was it for Plutko, who walked four and struck out four. Andrew 
Miller took over and was able to field Javier Baez's bunt to get Rizzo at home, then retired the next two 
batters to escape the jam. 
 
Maddon had called for the bunt. 
 
"Javy bunting, if he gets that down, we're at first and second and we get a run in," Maddon said. "I 
thought Miller, long-legged, tough to make that play. If it goes down the first-base line, I think it's an 
easy run. The ball broke in to Javy, and it was not an easy pitch to bunt. 
 
"Of course, it's frustrating. We've lost that game several times this year -- really close, low scoring, 
unable to get a big hit when we need it." 
 
The Cubs also appeared to have a good chance to tally in the second when they had two on and one out 
and Addison Russell lofted a ball to deep center. But Indians center fielder Rajai Davis robbed Russell of 
a possible hit while crashing into the ivy-covered brick wall. 
 
"It looked like it had a shot and didn't go," Maddon said. "That's this ballpark." 
 



 

Both of Lester's losses this year have come against the Indians. It was the fifth straight start in which the 
lefty has given up two or fewer runs. 
 
"He's a pretty motivated guy," Maddon said. "The thing about Jon that stands out to me is repetition of 
delivery, and he's learned to pitch without that 95, 96 [mph] that he used to have. 
 
"He doesn't have to have overt high levels of miles per hour -- he just needs to know where the ball is 
going. He repeats his delivery so well, and that's one of the reasons he's so successful." 
 
Just not this time. 
 
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 
The Cubs' glovework was on display in the first. Francisco Lindor singled to left to start the game and 
tried to stretch his hit into a double, but Kyle Schwarber looked like teammate Baez as he made a sliding 
stop to snare the ball. Schwarber then got to his feet in time to throw out Lindor at second, aided by a 
quick tag from Baez. Brantley then singled, but Lester struck out Jose Ramirez and catcher Willson 
Contreras threw out Brantley trying to steal second for an inning-ending double play. 
 
"Schwarbs changes that whole inning right there with the great play and Javy's tag," Lester said. "Same 
thing with the double play in the first. That's a huge turn right there. Physically, it's going in the right 
direction." More > 
 
HE SAID IT 
"I think we are better than what our record shows. We've just got to continue to be us and play our 
game and focus on everyone in this clubhouse and care about each other. I feel like we do a really good 
job of that. If we just continue to do what we believe in, good things are going to happen." -- Schwarber 
 
MITEL REPLAY OF THE DAY 
In the seventh, Rizzo tried to score from third on Baez's bunt, but Miller scooped up the ball and threw 
to catcher Yan Gomes, who applied the tag on Rizzo. The Cubs challenged the ruling, but after a replay 
review, the call was confirmed. 
 
"Playing against Joe Maddon when he was in Tampa, it used to be a thing where it was almost 
automatic," Miller said of the bunt. "You were prepared for it if you were in that situation. You know it's 
a possibility. At the same time, I had a free swinger. But you don't want the inning to steamroll, so it's a 
fine line. I want to come in, I want to attack and try to get in position to get strike three. Fortunately, he 
bunted it right back at me. I had plenty of time to see it, because it was a breaking ball. I don't know 
exactly what happened at third, if it was a safety squeeze or a full-out squeeze. I felt like I had plenty of 
time to throw the ball and get Yan a pretty decent feed." 
 
UP NEXT 
Maybe being back at Wrigley Field will help Cubs right-hander Kyle Hendricks get on track as he opens a 
three-game series against the Giants on Friday. He has a 2.60 ERA in five starts at home and a 4.71 ERA 
on the road. He's given up six earned runs over 11 innings in his last two starts, striking out 12 in those 
contests. Hendricks is 2-2 with a 3.49 ERA in five career starts vs. the Giants, who will counter with lefty 
Derek Holland. First pitch is scheduled for 1:20 p.m. CT. 
 
-- 
 



 

Cubs.com 
Schwarber slides, pops, nails runner at 2nd 
By Matthew Martell 
 
CHICAGO -- Thanks to Kyle Schwarber and Willson Contreras, Cubs pitcher Jon Lester faced the 
minimum in the first inning of a 1-0 loss to the Indians on Wednesday night despite giving up two hits. 
 
Francisco Lindor led off the game with a single to left field but was thrown out at second trying to 
stretch it into a double. Schwarber slid and cut the ball off, popped up and delivered a strike to second 
for the first out. It was Schwarber's fourth outfield assist of the year. 
 
"That ball was hit down the line pretty well and I just wanted to get to it quickly, cut it off and get it in as 
quickly as possible," Schwarber said. "I was able to make an accurate throw, and [second baseman Javier 
Baez] with a great tag there. I don't know if a lot of people make that tag there." 
 
"Schwarbs is moving around really well in left field," manager Joe Maddon said. "The fact that he got to 
the ball, slid and got up and made that throw against Lindor, that makes it even more impressive." 
 
After a Michael Brantley single, Lester struck out Jose Ramirez and Contreras caught Brantley trying to 
steal second base for the final out of the frame. Contreras has caught seven baserunners stealing this 
season on 21 attempts. 
 
"Schwarbs changes that whole inning right there with that great play," Lester said. "Same thing on the 3-
2 [count] double play in the first. That's a huge turn right there." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Happ gets another shot at leadoff for Cubs 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Anthony Rizzo, Willson Contreras and Javier Baez are among the Cubs who have been 
slotted into the leadoff spot since Ian Happ spent some time there in April. Happ was back atop the 
Cubs' lineup on Wednesday night and knows it may be a temporary stint. 
 
"With our team, the way it's structured, it just depends on who's in the lineup that day," Happ said. 
"[Ben Zobrist] and [Albert Almora Jr.] are out so I'm going to be the guy at the top. I think both of those 
guys have done such a good job that we'll all see time up there." 
 
That's the plan. Happ began the season as the leadoff man but in 11 games there, he went 8-for-43 
(.186), and manager Joe Maddon decided to give the outfielder a break. Almora has batted .318 in 20 
games leading off, while Zobrist has hit .250 in 11 games there. 
 
After a rough first three games in which he batted .077, Happ hit .286 in April and was batting .283 in 
May entering Wednesday. 
 
"It was just a matter of time until things clicked," Happ said. "That's why we play 162 games and it's a 
game of averages. Look at the back of [Rizzo's] baseball card, and it's the same every single year. I'm just 
trying to be consistent." 
 



 

Part of the reason Happ was back at the top of the lineup is that Maddon wanted to give Zobrist and 
Almora breathers. But the manager says he's also seen progress by Happ. 
 
"I just tried to get him to primarily slow some things down and get him back to [hitting to] left-center," 
Maddon said. "I did not want to heap a whole lot of at-bats on him. When you do that, it's hard to dig 
out of that hole. ... You've seen him not chasing the high fastball as often." 
 
Happ showed a better approach Tuesday night when he led off the ninth inning against the Indians with 
a home run. He took two borderline pitches, then connected and launched the ball 433 feet, according 
to Statcast™, off the videoboard in right field. 
 
"I just thought he's looked better," Maddon said. "The home run is great and that's nice, but how he got 
to the pitch to hit out was the important thing." 
 
Worth noting 
• There are no plans to skip Tyler Chatwood's turn in the Cubs' rotation, Maddon said Wednesday. 
 
"I really want to get him back out as quickly as we possibly can," Maddon said of Chatwood, who walked 
six over 2 2/3 innings on Tuesday night. "It's not mechanical in a sense, but then it is. He has a busy 
delivery and it requires him being on time. Yesterday, I thought he was too quick with everything and in 
Atlanta [in his previous start], he found his rhythm. I stand by what I said, I like this guy a lot and I think 
he'll have a really impactful season for us. Stuff-wise, that's good stuff that he throws up there." 
 
Chatwood has struck out 41 and issued a Major League-leading 40 walks over 45 2/3 innings in his nine 
starts. 
 
"The only thing I'm seeing is he gets too quick," Maddon said. "To go from a bunch of walks to no walks 
is a bad assumption. He's going to walk people, and I accept that. But he also doesn't give up a lot of 
hits. There's a balance to be achieved right there." 
 
• Baez hosted 20 people on Wednesday as part of his Los Magos program. Some of the participants 
were displaced from Puerto Rico by Hurricane Maria and are now living in Chicago, while others were 
host families who had taken in some of the island's residents. The group got a nice surprise as they 
didn't know they'd have the chance to meet Baez. They also received T-shirts, caps, food and a ticket to 
the game. 
 
-- 
 
 


